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Operating voltage

Power

Display size

DC 12V/24V

7.3 Inches

6W

Specification

The WIFI weather station will keep you up to date with the current time, temperature, and weather in your location. 

These unique features will allow you to adapt your clothing, depending on the conditions outside!
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1. Set time and date using the WIFI signal. 

2. Time format 12/24 hours. 

3. Displayed in °C/°F. 

4. Brightness control. 

5. Weather forecast.

Features



1. Current weather. 

2. WIFI icon. 

3. Outdoor temperature and humidity. 

4. Indoor temperature and humidity. 

5. Day of the week (abbreviation). 

6. Date. 

7. Time. 

8. Temperature range (forecast). 
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Display description
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1. Open your phone's App store and download the app called "WiseMirror". 
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How to use the APP to configure the weather station



2. When using "WiseMirror" for the first time, please turn on the mobile phone system location service first.

     After launching the APP, the system pops up a prompt "App access location request", please select "Allow".

3. Click the "+" sign in the upper right corner of the screen. 
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How to use the APP to configure the weather station



4. Enter the WIFI account and password.
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How to use the APP to configure the weather station



5. Wait for a while, the mirror will be configured successfully.
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How to use the APP to configure the weather station



1. The main interface displays the currently connected device. 

2. Click "Connected Devices" to go to the APP settings interface. 
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APP settings



3. Basic settings: 

    (1) Time display setting "24 hours format": 12h or 24h.

    (2) Date display setting "Day-Month format": dd/mm or mm/dd.

    (3) Temperature display setting "Degrees Celsius": °C or °F. 

    (4) Display brightness control "Display brightness": low brightness, medium brightness, high brightness.
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APP settings



4. Weather settings: 

    (1)  After selecting "Weather for two days", the mirror will show tomorrow's weather forecast. 

    (2)  After clicking on "Regional settings", you can manually select the city. 
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APP settings



5. Night mode: 

    (1) When "Night mode" is turned on, it allows you to keep the display brightness low for a selected 

          period of time. 
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APP settings



: www.inyouths.com

: support@inyouths.com


